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in this instructable bad show you how: set up the local web server code some php xampp (more on that in the next step) notepad (optional, but makes coding simplify) web hosting accounts here (only necessary if you want to publish your php code or use more advanced stuff.) folow this tutorial on how to create xampp (if you want me to post one in the text
just a comment below) all the php you write will be between this ? OK here we go echo this text; so what does that mean? bad do brack down echo telling the computer to say something says the computer string has started; tells the computer that the line is over. What are variabala? there's like the cut and the past, but in phpso whats meaning thatsay there
were a few lines of song that you used a lot likethis is looooooooooooooooooooooooooooong string.and you don't want to enter that every time you want to say then you'll use variabal. But how? Easily. Here: ?lt;?$long and it's looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooong string.; Print $long?'gt; you can also put the strings together with .heres like
?$str 1 - This is my first line. It's mine; $str 2 and the second line; Echo $str 1.$str 2;? What if I want to say something with $ or in it?use .heres as?echo Liam said: His name is Liam too echo we will have to charge him $10 ; ? $str ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Is it going to be output10so now allowing some more advanced maths to be available (5.5'4.5)500 (2'10);p
princes $str;? LiveAbout uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using LiveAbout, you accept our use of cookies. Many websites like this one, and sites like Wikipedia, use the power of PHP programming to create dynamic sites. Wow, you think. How to create such a site for yourself? Now I want to learn about programming in PHP, but
where to start? If you don't know where to start, here are 6 great sites to learn PHP programming online for free. PHP.net first place to look at this PHP.net. This is reported by the official website PHP. This site has everything you need to know about PHP. So when you definitely know that you want to create a website in PHP, start a tutorial and get busy.
Once you've learned the basic introductory concepts for creating a PHP based website, it's time to take a look at the user's guide. Everything you need to know is there. Once you've finished reading, you now have to be a PHP expert. If not, here are some other links to the site that provide you with phP scripting basics. w3 w3 Schools offers programming
textbooks in PHP and other script languages, but we'll focus on the PHP section. In w3 schools you can learn the basics of PHP, such as syntax, variables, strings, arrays, arrays, and the statement cycle, how to use forms and more. Once you've mastered the basics, you can switch to advance things such as includes, file downloads, cookies, sessions, and
how to send safe emails. The next section is to learn how to implement the database that almost every PHP website should have. This section explores how to connect, create, and modify the database and its data. So you think you're done studying? Nice try. We still have a bunch more to find out. There is PHP and XML, PHP and AJAX, and PHP and links
have yet to be done. Once done and you think you know everything you need programming in PHP, try the online quiz and then try the exam. While Learn PHP Online isn't as detailed as W3 schools or PHP.net, it provides useful tutorial scenarios on how to do basic things such as finding odd or even numbers, learn the difference between echo and print,
create email activation for registration forms and learn how to prevent S'L injection attacks. PHPBuddy PHPBuddy contains articles and tutorials on how to perform basic PHP tasks, such as how to work with sessions, and encrypt and protect your PHP code, so it's worth checking. About.com has a whole section on PHP and MyS'L training. You can learn
about PHP features, loops, how to use PHP and HTML together, how to use time and calendars, create forms, use redirection, countdown, and simple math functions. The MyS'L section gives you everything you need to know about using a database with PHP. Some preliminary skills include downloading files and using encryption. About.com also has free
scripts and tutorials on how to send emails, creating a simple address book, calendars, login scripts and create surveys. Tizag Tizag contains everything you need to know about PROGRAMMING in PHP. It provides basic tutorials on how to print data on the screen using variables, how to use loops and if/else statements, how to use POST and GET
commands, how to use strings, sessions and cookies. While you may already know this from other sites, it's still helpful to check. So I hope these 6 websites will help you become a PHP master. When you do, please be sure to let us know in the comments. If you've used these sites before or other sites that we may have missed to learn PHP, tell us your
thoughts and comments. Apple is showing a powerful and budget-friendly HomePod Mini New HomePod packed with lots of great features, but don't worry about it breaking the bank. Related Topics of Online Web Development Programming About author Jack Cole (19 Articles Published) More From Jack Coke Turns Out You Can Actually Android is
productive. For a long time, it has been accepted that while computers are for performance and creativity, tablets exist solely to allow passive content consumption. I believed that, too. I'm a software developer by trade and I am I 13 Macbook Pro to write all my code. I wouldn't want it any other way. OS X comes with everything I need to be productive as a
developer, and I built my workflow around that. Android, on the other hand? I never thought about writing code on Android. Using an awful virtual keyboard to write a Facebook status update is bad enough. Writing code on Android? Destroy the thought. He doesn't even have a built-in file manager! But then I bought a decent Bluetooth keyboard and
everything changed. Now I've built a PHP development environment around my 2012 Nexus 7 tablet and I love it. Here's how it works. Text editing Text Editor is the cornerstone of any development environment. It should also be said that discussion of the merits of an individual text editor can be an extremely contentious topic in the developer community.
Indeed, the rivalry between fans of Vi/Vim and Emacs text editors is called Editor Wars. I'm firmly in Camp Wim. This powerful text editor is installed by default on OS X and most Linux distributions, and makes it easy to quickly and accurately edit large documents and code files. For something that is fundamentally keyboard-oriented, I was surprised to see
that someone has implemented Vim for the Android platform. This happens in the form of VimTouch. I don't do hyperbole, but it may actually be the best Android text editor on the market. What makes it so good? It comes with numerous plugins, including syntax, which is especially convenient for those of us who use a text editor to edit code. It's also very
customizable, and adapts Vim to be used on the touchscreen while staying true to the original Vim philosophy. Vim addicts will know that Vim is configured through what is called a '.vimrc' file. While VimTouch makes it easy to add features and behavior through a good touch interface, you should know that you can still customize things by editing a .vimrc
configuration file as you would on a regular computer. VimTouch is free of the Google Play store No longer available and licensed under the Apache 2.0 Open Source license. I Love LAMP LAMP means Linux, Apache, MyS'L and PHP, and is one of the most popular server configurations for people who develop web applications based on PHP. It runs a bit of
a Welsh-sounding server configuration called LLMP. It's not too different from LAMP, except for Apache - which is known to be heavy - has been replaced by Lighttpd. I was very impressed to see that all the components of the Palapa Web Server are fairly relevant, with the installation of the programming language PHP being the latest version. The MyS'L
version is pretty current, too. With that said, there's no obvious way with it with a command line. Luckily, Palapa comes baked in with a copy of PHPMyAdmin. Of course, it's not my my way of dealing with MyS'L, but it works quite well. There's also a web interface where you can customize some aspects of the web server, including the database and
installation of PHP. For some reason unbeknownst to me, the default time zone is pretty much all Asia/Jakarta. If you're not really in Indonesia, you can change that. You're probably wondering if Palapa actually works. Well, the answer is yes. Yes, it is. Pretty good, actually. I would also point out that if you have a Palapa installed on your device, you'll have
everything you need to run a local Wordpress installation on your tablet or smartphone. It's crazy, isn't it? Conclusion that I'm catching a flight tomorrow. It's not long, but it's long enough for me to get some work done. I would normally take my Macbook Pro with me. I would take it out of my bag and let it be swabbed as I went through security. And when my
flight took off, I'd sit awkwardly on a small table, sitting precariously next to my cup of black airline coffee. But now I don't have to do that. Android has done the unthinkable, and replaced my trusty laptop with something it didn't previously excel at: web development. This does not mean that the use of Android as the main development platform has no
limitations. I have yet to find out how to install PHP extensions in Palapa, and using a 7 screen for too long can be quite painful. Do you use Android as a development platform? What is your setup like? Let me know in the comments below. Photo Credit: John Biehler Via Flickr, Macbook Pro (Joseph Thornton), Recycling (nyuhuhuu) How to track the location
of a cell phone using only a lost phone number? Trying to find or look after the baby? This app can help. Related topics Android Wordpress and Web development Wordpress about author Matthew Hughes (390 articles published) More from Matthew Hughes Hughes php 7 tutorial point pdf
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